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Abstract 

 

EHDI data systems are maturing. In the past we were happy to just store and report. While this does a good job 

providing screening statistics, today we want more. We need a tracking and surveillance system that tells us 

what we need to do today, where the children are, and how the program is doing. 

 

At BEGINNINGS we use a system that is capable of tracking child and family services of any kind. We defined 

the phases of the services our families go through: Referral, New Family, Transition and School Age. Then we 

defined the activities our Parent Educators (PE) perform during each phase. This is completely analogous to a 

typical EHDI workflow for children: Inpatient, Outpatient, Evaluation, Child Find, Treatment and Follow-up. The 

system framework is based on a Phase – Activity – Outcome approach and can be used for most any program. 

 

The key to helping our PE’s manage their daily activities is the landing page queues. We identified the most 

critical times for our families and brought them to the forefront: Referral, Uncontacted Family, and Transition. 

Upon logging in, a PE can immediately see families needing attention to complete the referral process, families 

they need to contact, and children in transition. FamilyTrac can work for you too enabling you to see who is in 

the nursery to be screened before discharge, who is scheduled for outpatient screening, and who is in child find 

that we don’t want to become lost to follow-up. 

 

FamilyTrac is a cloud-based program and real-time data entry keeps our information current. Data can be 

updated anytime from anywhere. All we need are a browser, internet connection and computer, tablet or 

smartphone! When a conscientious team enters quality data promptly, a modern data system can help to manage 

the program’s daily workflow efficiently! 

 

Introduction 

 

BEGINNINGS is a not-for-profit agency that provides information and support to families of children who have 

hearing loss, Deaf parents with hearing children and the professionals who serve those families. We are one of 

the first agencies to meet with a family after the audiologist has diagnosed a hearing loss. For parents of newly 

diagnosed children we provide emotional support while we help them learn about hearing loss in general, 

specifically about their child’s hearing and the new vocabulary that the medical professionals will be using. We 

provide resource information to the families throughout the child’s educational years, providing support for school 

related issues as well as audiological concerns. We serve families across the entire state of North Carolina. We 

have one physical office in Raleigh, and 4 home based offices near Charlotte, and one each in Asheville (west), 

Greensboro (north) and Greenville (east). 
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Even though we are a not-for-profit agency, we cover a territory similar to that of many statewide EHDI programs 

when trying to manage family records within a state that has many diverse cultural and geographical regions.  

 

North Carolina is 503 miles long by 150 miles wide.  

 

 

History 

 

When I came to BEGINNINGS in 1998 we were tracking our family services using a paper notes and check 

system-- and many hand written logs stored in binders! Our new Executive Director, Dr. Joni Alberg, understood 

the value of our data and in July of 2000 we introduced an Access based database to our staff. Actually, we had 

2 databases-- one in a Charlotte office and one in the Raleigh office because we did not have the technology 

needed to be able to work real time in a database from 2 locations. It was wonderful, until we tried to merge the 

data for reports and found how difficult that could be. We maintained these databases even as technology 

improved because we could not merge them together. We became very good at entering information but it was 

not a functional system. We were storing data, and it was not very user friendly. Suddenly everyone was entering 

a month worth of data on the last day of each month because it was required, but it has little function for the 

parent educators using it.  As the we grew as an agency and our data grew to greater than 5000 distinct entries, 

the database became unstable. Updates were corrupting our data and user error could bring the whole system 

to a standstill for days until we could figure out what happened. We were paying IT professionals to make updates 

and changes annually until we were unable to find a database developer that would continue to work with our 

system. We were making monthly cummulative backups and were creating statewide reports by manually adding 

numbers from 2 different databases. But we didn’t think we could afford a better system. Until we had a server 

crash in 2012 and we realized that it was time to move to cloud based services. We kept the Access databases 

in secure remote desktop, but began to look for something better. 
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Migration to FamilyTrac 

 

BEGINNINGS has had an exhibitor booth at the National EHDI Conference for several years now and we kept 

running in to Chuck Scheier there as we are both located in Raleigh, NC. Scheier Consulting, Inc. had developed 

a custom EHDI data system for American Samoa and they used much of their experience on that project to 

create a Software as a Service (SaaS) platform FamilyTrac. We began working with Chuck in 2012, confident in 

FamilyTrac because we were able to see how a similar system had already been implemented for the American 

Samoa EHDI program. This gave us the confidence we were looking for to select a new data system. Today The 

Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) EHDI program is also using FamilyTrac. 

 

A lot of time was spent on both sides (BEGINNINGS and FamilyTrac) in the planning phase to identify our goals, 

organize our program’s workflow into logical phases and activities, and to define the fields, or data elements, 

that we need to capture and record. We had an existing database and we knew what we liked about it and what 

limitations it was currently imposing. So, we took the migration as an opportunity to redesign, refactor, and add 

completely new capabilities.  
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Through this planning process we learned that FamilyTrac is capable of adapting to the individual needs of 

programs, and we found this to be a huge strength. So, how does FamilyTrac do this? Let’s look at the 5 main 

screens that FamilyTrac provides for each child or family: Child, Family, Detail, Program, and Reports. 

 
 

Child  The child screen contains a combination of fixed and configurable items. The fixed items are Name 

(First, Middle, and Last), Date of Birth, Age (calculated), and Gender. Every child throughout FamilyTrac has 

these data elements. The remaining data elements are configurable by program. Some of the most common 

data elements are text, checkbox, dropdown list, memo, and date. Here is a list of the BEGINNINGS Child data 

elements: 

 

● Referral Source 

● Service Coordinator 

● Early Intervention Teacher 

● Audiologist 

● Child Health Audiology Consultant (CHAC) 

● Newly Identified 

● Degree of Hearing Loss 

● Type of Hearing Loss 

● Configuration of Hearing Loss 

● Age at Referral 

● Age of Hearing Identification 

● Amplification 

● Communication Choice 

 

It should be noted that none of these are free text entry. While this is fine (and necessary) for a person’s name, 

we try to avoid it for data elements wherever possible to maintain good data integrity in the system and to allow 

for accurate reporting. FamilyTrac contains a powerful picklist framework that can provide dynamic and reusable 

lists throughout the system. This includes lists of the users like Parent Educator at BEGINNINGS, and a 

Professional subsystem that provides the first 5 data elements above starting with Referral Source. 

 

The child screen also displays the status of the child as well as family contact information such as addresses, 

phones, and emails.  
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Family  The Family screen provides caregiver and sibling information for the child. As we found with the child, 

the caregiver contains a combination of fixed and configurable items. Every caregiver has the following fixed 

data elements: 

 

● Name (First, Middle, Last) 

● Relationship 

● Addresses 

● Phones 

● Emails 

 

 

Within the caregiver FamilyTrac provides caregiver details for program specific data elements. BEGINNINGS 

has the following data elements as shown below: 

 

● Caregiver Hearing Status 

● Donor 

● Ambassador 
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Detail  The Detail screen is completely configurable and contains program specific family details. BEGINNINGS 

has the following family details data elements as shown below: 

 

● Language in the home 

● Parent Educator 

● Primary County 

● Out of State/Country 

 

 
 

Program  The Program screen is composed of the Overall Status as well as the Phases of the program. While 

the status is displayed on each screen, this is where it can be changed. The Overall Status can range from the 

simple to the complex depending on the program. Here the status choices are Active and Exited. The change 

screen is shown below: 

 

 
 

Status transitions are continuous so that there is never a gap. This is important for reporting when we often ask, 

what was the status of a child on a given date or date range. Note the History button that is used to view the 

history of status changes. There’s also an Admin button for administering the phases, activities, and outcomes 

that will be described next. 
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Although phases are a simple concept and easy for a program to identify, most case management systems don’t 

separate their activities into these logical groupings. BEGINNINGS was able to identify their 5 phases quickly, 

and they are shown below. It just makes sense: Families come in to the program through Referral. Then we do 

all the New Family activities. At a certain age they start to Transition to school. And finally they enter School Age. 

While we did give this serious thought, these phases were defined early and are serving us well. 

 

 
A phase can be Open or Closed, and we maintain a history of these phase status changes. This is the hierarchical 

portion of the program screen where Phases have Activities. So, all the activities that happen in a phase are 

mapped accordingly. The term “activity” is very general and it can include anything that happens while the child 

or family is in a particular phase. We write a progress note, contact the family, perform an evaluation, send a 

letter, receive a letter, etc., all are activities. 

 

So, how does a “typical” BEGINNINGS activity get mapped to FamilyTrac? This was our biggest challenge and 

consumed the largest portion of our time. There are two reasons for this, first we wanted to rethink the current 

activities, identifying common patterns among them and refactoring for clarity and simplicity. Second, there were 

new activities and data elements that we wanted to add. 

 

Let’s use the Family Support activity as an example. We can add this activity to a phase using the add activity 

pop-up window shown below. 
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The activity details are shown below. Several data elements are self explanatory. Activity date is the date that 

we performed this activity. Parent Educator is just that, who did this activity. Of course this picklist comes from 

the active parent educators in the program. What was the contact type? Here is an an example of combining 

several previous activities, one for every contact type, but same in all the other data elements. And at the bottom, 

the Notes, a good example of when a free text entry, or memo, is necessary. 

 

 

 
 

 

The hard part was mapping the many Products and Information that can be provided to the family during this, 

and other, activities to the activity. The challenge was that Products and Information are distributed in activities 

that span several phases. But these vary by phase. One piece of information is only available in one or two 

specific phases. So we added a feature to our picklist framework that allows us to specify the phase in the picklist 

data element mapping. This allows us to configure a single Family Support activity for all phases, that has 

different Products and Information depending on the phase. A partial view of the mapping spreadsheet is shown 

below. Tasks like this were time consuming, but we were diligent and finally got it all right. A similar effort took 

place for mapping family services across phases. 
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Here is a look at how those details appear in the grid. And click on the details button to edit the full activity as 

shown above. 

 
 

The outcome component of the Phase/Activity/Outcome framework is not currently in use at BEGINNINGS. In 

EHDI programs the opposite is true, where outcomes are heavily used. The best example is for screening results 

where the Pass and Refer outcomes are central to the program. FamilyTrac also provides a powerful automation 

engine that can suggest next steps based on the outcome combined with other inputs like phase and special 

conditions like risk factors. For example, a refer outcome on an inpatient screen might suggest an outpatient 

screen and allow for scheduling of that activity. This is a topic for another day.  
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Landing Page   After the program protocols were mapped to FamilyTrac phases and activities, we configured 

the landing page queues to help parent educators manage their day and program managers monitor program 

health. This is like a dashboard where start when managing families that are already in FamilyTrac. The big 

question here is what do we want and need to see? Often it is the case where the queues simply follow the 

phases with priority rules and filters applied. Here we defined 3 queues, shown below. 

 

 
 

All 3 queues contain the child’s name, date of birth, status, Parent Educator (PE), and county. There is a PE 

filter (shown below), so right off the bat the PEs can find their families in each queue. 
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The Referral queue displays all children that are in the Referral phase. Again, filter by PE and this tells me which 

of my children are in referral. I can sort on the start date of the referral phase start date (shown above) and this 

tells me who needs attention today. We’ve found this very valuable as the data system now starts to become a 

daily workflow tool for the Parent Educators and a monitoring tool for program administrators. 

 

The Uncontacted New Families queue displays all families that are in the New Family phase that have been 

referred within the last 60 days and have not been contacted. Here again the PE can sort by the New Family 

Phase Start Date and see the “oldest” families that need to be contacted, today! Administrators can make sure 

the queue length is reasonable, and that all families are getting attention promptly. 

 

The Transition queue displays families that are in the Transition phase and have children between 30 - 36 

months old. Not to beat a dead horse, but we look here to see who needs attention today. 

 

Legacy Data  At some point on a project like this where there is an existing database there has to be an import 

of the old data (the legacy data) into the new database. This effort is typically a “bear”, and this time was no 

exception! At BEGINNINGS there was 10 years of data split between 2 Access databases, which also contained 

some duplicate information.  

 

The process we followed is a pretty typical approach: 

 

1. Align each date element in the old data store (Access) to it’s place in the new datastore (SQL Server 

Database). 

2. Identify translation rules. 

3. “Scrub” data that is not in lookup tables until all entries match the target list. 

4. Test translation scripts 

5. Review test results 

6. Adjust scripts 

7. Repeat steps 3-6 until ready 

8. Run scripts in the production database and launch! 

 

The final constraint with a legacy system is that the transition to a new system has to be timely with a minimum 

of down time. Ideally, the staff leaves on Friday after making final entries in Access, and arrives back on Monday 

to log in to FamilyTrac. At BEGINNINGS we had a little more time due to the nature of their case management, 

but the pressure was still on to minimize the downtime. 

 

Launch  After a lot of hard work by dedicated teams at BEGINNINGS and FamilyTrac, we launched the program 

on FamilyTrac in July of 2013. Our first priority was to train the staff on FamilyTrac. Training sessions were held 

at both regional offices in Charlotte and Raleigh. 

 

EHDI Parallels 

 

So, Family is a flexible platform for case management and tracking and it serves BEGINNINGS well today. Let’s 

look at several comparisons between how FamilyTrac is configured for BEGINNINGS, and how that might look 

for an EHDI program. 
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We’ve looked at the 4 BEGINNINGS Phases, here is an example of a typical EHDI configuration. In this 

example Tracing is a special phase where lost to follow-up activities are performed. 

 

 
 

The common child data elements are exactly the same: 
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But the program specific data elements are completely different as shown below. Note specifically the NICU 

dates and Risk Factors as well as the information icon that displays the risk factor definitions in a pop-up. 
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The area of FamilyTrac that differs the most between BEGINNINGS and an EHDI program is the Activity. As 

one can see from the Family Support activity discussed above, the data elements are completely program 

specific and would be very different from a newborn hearing screening. Here is a typical screening activity, and 

it is obviously constructed with completely different data elements. An activity is an activity, but activities differ 

greatly across programs, and you can model them all in FamilyTrac. In an EHDI program this includes: Inpatient 

and Outpatient Screenings, Audiological Evaluations, Progress Notes, Treatment and Follow-up activities, 

Tracking, EI Referral, etc.  

 

 
 

 

The most important EHDI parallel for this discussion is the use of the landing page queues at BEGINNINGS to 

make sure all families receive services in a timely fashion. The EHDI parallel is lost to follow-up. At BEGINNINGS 

we can see who is in Referral, and how long have they been there? Who are the New Families that have not 

been contacted? And, which children are in transition to School Age? The landing page queues for a typical 

EHDI program are shown below on the right, with the BEGINNINGS queues repeated here for contrast. 

 
In the EHDI program, the landing page queues tell us, who is in the nursery that needs to be screened (or 
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rescreened) before discharge? Who is coming in for an outpatient follow-up screen, and when? Did we miss 

them? Do we need to reschedule? Who is coming in for an Evaluation? Depending on the services that an EHDI 

program is tasked to provide, the treatment and follow-up activities may be scheduled as well. And, because of 

the importance of the follow-up, lost to follow-up children go to tracing where special activities are performed to 

find these children. 

 

In the Cloud 

 

One key aspect of FamilyTrac is that it is cloud based. While web based applications are becoming commonplace 

everywhere today, we sometimes lag behind this trend in the data management of our services programs. If the 

application and the data are reliable and secure then a cloud based solution has many advantages. 

 

First and foremost is that data entry can be made in real time, anytime and anywhere. All you need is a web 

browser and an internet connection. Timely and accurate data entry are key elements to enabling the data 

system to provide workflow management administrative oversight. A web based solution facilitates this. 

 

With a cloud based system, the need for local infrastructure, IT support, and management by office staff goes 

away. The move to FamilyTrac allowed Beginning to retire their Access Database. Further, the users no longer 

have to maintain a VPN client to access the database. And most important, the staff that was hired to provide 

program service, that became responsible for the local data system, can now go back to doing what they were 

hired to do. This is a typical pattern at organizations that provide services to families and children, and it was 

certainly true at BEGINNINGS. 

 

Reception  

 

When we first introduced FamilyTrac the reaction was immediately positive. Our executive director loves that we 

can generate regular reports, or ask for specific queries when detailed information is needed when applying for 

grants or reporting to specific legislators in North Carolina. The younger staff were intuitively able to move 

through the fields and were immediately able to incorporate it into their daily routine. We are able to see families 

at a click of a button as a child moves through all the new beginnings in their lives. We love being able to search 

for children by name, by date of birth, by parent's name or by sibling’s name. In fact the only concern I hear on 

a regular basis is that it will time you out while on a long phone call with a parent or professional. Those of us 

that are a little more shy about technology needed some more direct instruction on how to use the fields and 

navigate, but were very happy to learn that they don’t need to worry about doing something wrong, it is a very 

stable system that can handle lots of use. And everyone loves suggesting a new field or navigation and then 

seeing that we can make changes easily to keep up with any changing needs. We are waiting for the mobile 

version to be able to access our families while out in the field! And as the former “in house” database manager, 

it is wonderful to know that I am able to call Chuck with questions, concerns or suggestions.   
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Conclusions 

 

In the past many databases have been used as a store and report mechanism and this was also true at 

BEGINNINGS. Often data was collected on paper throughout the month and then entered in a frenzy at the end 

of the month so that monthly reports could be run. As a matter of fact, the system is referred to as “The Database”, 

because that’s all it is. When BEGINNINGS moved to FamilyTrac they initially referred to the new data system 

as “The FamilyTrac”. And, perhaps this was our biggest challenge, getting everyone to understand this new 

paradigm shift. 

 

No longer are we recording on paper, but entering information into the system in real time. With a cloud 

application, the system is always available and accessible. And when we do this, reports can be run at any time. 

In this way quality assurance checks can be ongoing throughout the month so that we have a high confidence 

in the quality of the data. Then, our efforts can be focused on understanding and analyzing the data instead of 

completing and correcting it. 

 

Further, when our data is “clean” and up to date, the system can help us to manage our day by telling us what 

has to be done today. In short, if everyone enters timely, quality data all will be right with our program! 
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